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Ideas. This is where it all starts and some businesses are great at establishing a strong flow of ideas and others
struggle to do so. If the start point is that there is really no such thing as a bad idea and if the environment is
conducive to idea stimulation then it will happen. In a product or technology environment, the idea generators
need stimulation from within and externally. They ought to be challenged to depict their ideas using simple
methods initially, basic modelling so that practical and interactive development becomes a habit. Ideas should be
celebrated regardless of whether they are progressed. Wrong thinking should be encouraged. Identifying
problems with current technology or solutions in the area where ideas are being generated is more important
than asking potential users for feedback on what they would like to see improved or what they think they need.
Failing to have an effective approach to generating ideas is the equivalent of opening the door for your
competitors to walk in and take what they fancy!
Growth challenges. it is great to track vertical growth and to watch the dollars rolling in but success is rarely
easy. It is exhilarating and exhausting in equal measure. Phenomenal success requires excellent planning and
bang on execution, falling short will not get you there. Strain on resources, physical and mental pressure on the
team, financial challenges as expansion eats up capital, costly mistakes......it is like an advancing army fighting
repeated battles as it acquires ground from its enemies. Collateral damage is unavoidable and becomes a
significant management challenge in its own right. Keeping everyone focused on the big goal, being constantly
clear about what you are doing and why, preserving belief at all levels within the organisation. This requires a
relentless commitment to communication, making sure that everyone hears the same message and cancelling
out dissenting voices.
Competitor attention. The easy road is the one that leads nowhere. Competitors will leave you alone if you are
not having impact and if you don't disappear as a direct result of your own failed endeavours then they will
eventually snuff you out, somehow. But if you are making gains, they will sit up and take note of you. Even if the
gains you make are not at their expense they will want to impede your progress and replicate it for themselves.
These are the bumps in the road that successful businesses must become accomplished at dealing with. How
can apparent adverse actions from competitors be turned to our advantage? This is a constant way of thinking
and can keep marketing and sales teams in a positive thinking groove, inducing them to have fun while they
concoct creative approaches to leveraging the clumsy footwork of their competitors. It is as much evidence of
Innovation in an organisation as the creation of a new product or service idea.
Tough Calls. Doing the right thing is not always easy although an organisation that is prepared to square up and
make the difficult calls ought to prosper in the end, if the action is the right one for the organisation even if it
carries a high level of associated pain. If big decisions are good for the future of the business but bring poor PR
then the challenge is for the management team to decide how best to weather the storm rather than to set an
alternative course.
Who are we? Deciding the answer to this question and expressing it by explaining what is different about you,
what do you value, what do you wish to be known for.......this is key to preserving that identity. Live the
differences that you define you have, in everything. Internal and external communication, everything. Constantly
remind everyone around you 'who you are' without appearing to do so. Make it your identity, your business
passport.
Confront failure. When things don't work out, react swiftly and effectively. Accept the setback and do not waste
precious resources trying to revive a lost cause. It is a signal of strength to customers, employees and
competitors when you do this.
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